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Abstract 
In this paper, we introduce a considerable machinery which permits us to characterize a number of special (fuzzy) 
subsets in AG -groupoids. Generalizing the concepts of ),( q -fuzzy bi-ideals (interior ideal), we define 
),( kq -fuzzy bi-ideals, ),( kq -fuzzy left (right)-ideals and ),( kq -fuzzy interior ideals in 
AG -groupoids and discuss some fundamental aspects of these ideals in AG -groupoids. We further define 
),( kq -fuzzy bi-ideals and ),( kq -fuzzy interior ideals and give some of their basic properties in 
AG -groupoids. In the last section, we define lower/upper parts of ),( kq -fuzzy left (resp. right) ideals 
and investigate some characterizations of regular and intera-regular AG -groupoids in terms of the lower parts of 
),( kq -fuzzy left (resp. right) ideals and ),( kq -fuzzy bi-ideal of AG -groupoids. 
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1. Introduction 
Mordeson et al. in [1] presented an up to date 
account of fuzzy sub-semigroups and fuzzy ideals 
of a semigroup. The book concentrates on 
theoretical aspects, but also includes applications in 
the areas of fuzzy coding theory, fuzzy finite state 
machines, and fuzzy languages. Basic results on 
fuzzy subsets, semigroups, codes, finite state 
machines, and languages are reviewed and 
introduced, as well as certain fuzzy ideals of a 
semigroup and advanced characterizations and 
properties of fuzzy semigroups. Kuroki [2] 
introduced the notion of fuzzy bi-ideals in 
semigroups. Kehayopulu applied the fuzzy concept 
in ordered semigroups and studied some properties 
of fuzzy left (right) ideals and fuzzy filters in 
ordered semigroups (see [3]). Fuzzy implicative 
and Boolean filters of 0R -algebra were initiated by 
Liu and Li (see [4]). 
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The idea of a quasi-coincidence of a fuzzy point 
with a fuzzy set, which is mentioned in [5, 6], 
played a vital role to generate some different types 
of fuzzy subgroups. It is worth pointing out that 
Bhakat and Das (see [5]) gave the concepts of 
),(  -fuzzy subgroups by using the belongs to 
relation () and quasi-coincidence with relation 
(q) between a fuzzy point and a fuzzy subgroup, 
and introduced the concept of an ),( q -fuzzy 
subgroup. In particular, ),( q -fuzzy subgroup 
is an important and useful generalization of the 
Rosenfeld's fuzzy subgroup [7]. It is now natural to 
investigate similar type of generalizations of the 
existing fuzzy subsystems of other algebraic 
structures. In algebra, the concept of ),(  -fuzzy 
sets was introduced by Davvaz in [8], where 
),( q -fuzzy subnearrings (ideals) of a 
nearring were initiated and studied. With this 
objective in view, Ma et al. in [9], introduced the 
interval valued ),( q -fuzzy ideals of pseudo-
MV  algebras and gave some important results of 
pseudo- MV  algebras. Jun and Song (see [10]) 
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discussed general forms of fuzzy interior ideals in 
semigroups, also see [11]. Kazanci and Yamak 
introduced the concept of a generalized fuzzy bi-
ideal in semigroups [12] and gave some properties 
of fuzzy bi-ideals in terms of ),( q -fuzzy bi-
ideals. Jun et al. [11] gave the concept of a 
generalized fuzzy bi-ideal in ordered semigroups 
and characterized regular ordered semigroups in 
terms of this notion. Davvaz et al. used the idea of 
generalized fuzzy sets in hyperstructures and 
introduced different generalized fuzzy subsystems 
of hyperstructures, e.g., see references. In [13], Ma 
et al. introduced the concept of a generalized fuzzy 
filter of 0R -algebra and provided some properties 
in terms of this notion. Many other researchers used 
the idea of generalized fuzzy sets and gave several 
characterizations results in different branches of 
algebra [14-23]. The concept of an ),(  -fuzzy 
interior ideal in ordered semigroups was first 
introduced by Khan and Shabir in [24], where some 
basic properties of ),(  -fuzzy interior ideals 
were discussed. Generalizing the concept of  q, -fuzzy subalgebas of BCIBCK / -
algebras, Jun [25] introduced the concept of 
),( kq -fuzzy subalgebras in BCIBCK / -
algebras and defined ,Fqx k  as 
1)(  kxF  , where ).1,0[k  In [26], 
Shabir et al. discussed ),( kq -fuzzy ideals in 
semigroups. 
On the other hand, the concept of a left  almost  
semigroup  ( LA -semigroup) [27] was first 
introduced by Kazim and Naseeruddin in 1972. In 
[28], the same structure was called a left invertive 
groupoid. Protic and Stevanivic [29] called it an 
Abel-Grassmann's groupoid abbreviated as AG -
groupoid, a groupoid whose elements satisfy the left 
invertive law: acbcab )()(   for all .,, Gcba   
An AG -groupoid is the midway structure between 
a commutative semigroup and a groupoid [30]. It is 
a useful non-associative structure with wide range 
of applications in the theory of flocks [31]. In an 
AG -groupoid the medial law, ))(())(( bdaccdab   
for all Gdcba ,,,  (see [27]) holds.  If there 
exists an element e  in an AG -groupoid G  such 
that xex   for all Gx  then G  is called an 
AG -groupoid with left identity e . If an AG -
groupoid G  has the right identity then G  is a 
commutative monoid. If an AG -groupoid G  
contains left identity then ))(())(( badccdab   
holds for all Gdcba ,,, . Also, )()( acbbca   
holds for all .,, Gcba   
In this paper, we generalize the concept of 
),( q -fuzzy bi-ideals given in [32], 
),( q -fuzzy left (right) ideals and ),( q -
fuzzy interior ideals given in [33] and define 
),( kq -fuzzy bi-ideals, ),( kq -fuzzy left 
(right) ideals and ),( kq -fuzzy interior ideals 
in AG -groupoids and discuss some fundamental 
aspects of these ideals in AG -groupoids. We 
further define ),( kq -fuzzy bi-ideals and 
),( kq -fuzzy interior ideals and give some of 
their basic properties in AG -groupoids. In the last 
section, we define upper/lower parts of 
),( kq -fuzzy bi-ideals and characterize 
regular and intra-regular AG -groupoids in terms 
of the lower parts of an ),( kq -fuzzy bi-ideal 
and ),( kq -fuzzy left (resp. right) ideals of 
.G  
2. Preliminaries 
Throughout this paper, G  will denote an AG -
groupoid unless otherwise stated. For basic 
definitions we refer to [34, 35]. For subsets BA,  
of an AG -groupoid G , we denote by 
},|{ BbAaGabAB  . A non-empty 
subset A  of G  is called a left (right) ideal of G  if 
)( AAGAGA  . A nonempty subset A  of an 
AG -groupoid G  is called an AG -subgroupoid 
of G  if AA 2 . An AG -subgroupoid A  of G  
is called a bi-ideal of G  if AAAG )( . An 
AG -subgroupoid A  of G  is called an interior 
ideal of G  if AGGA )( . 
Now, we give some fuzzy logic concepts. 
Let G  be an AG -groupoid. By a fuzzy subset 
F  of an AG -groupoid ,G  we mean a mapping, 
]1,0[: GF . 
We denote by )(GF  the set of all fuzzy subsets 
of G . The order relation   on )(GF  is defined 
as follows: 
 
1 2 1 2 1 2F F  if and only if F (x) F (x) for all x G and for all F , F (G).   F  
 
A fuzzy subset F  of G  is called a fuzzy AG -
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subgroupoid if )(xyF min )}(),({ yFxF  for 
all Gyx , . F  is called a fuzzy left (right) ideal 
of G  if ))()()(()( xFxyFyFxyF   for all 
Gyx , . F  is called a fuzzy ideal of G  if it is 
both a fuzzy left and right ideal of G . 
Let G  be an AG -groupoid and F  a fuzzy 
subset of G . Then F  is called a fuzzy bi-ideal of 
G , if it satisfies the following conditions: 
(1)  ( x , y G )( F( xy ) min{ F( x ),F( y )}).    
(2) ( x , y , z G )( F(( xy ) z ) min{ F( x ),F( z )}).    
A fuzzy subset F  of G  is called a fuzzy interior 
ideal of G  if it satisfies the following conditions: 
(1)  ( x , y G )( F( xy ) min{ F( x ),F( y )}).    
(2) ( x ,a, y G )( F(( xa ) y ) F( a )).    
Let F  be a fuzzy subset ofG , and GA  
then the characteristic function AF  of A  is 
defined as: 
 




Aa
Aa
aFaGF AA  if 0
 if 1
:)(],1,0[:   
 
Let F  and H  be the two fuzzy subsets of AG -
groupoid .G  Then the product HF   is defined 
by  
 
       x yz min{F y , H z } if for y, z G,  x yz,F H x
0         if x yz.                                 

   
  
 
For an AG  -groupoid G , the fuzzy subsets " 0 " 
and "1" of G  are defined as follows: 
 
.1)(1|]1,0[:1
,0)(0|]1,0[:0


xxG
xxG
 
 
Clearly, the fuzzy subset 0  (resp. 1) of G  is the 
least (resp. the greatest) element of the AG -
groupoid ( )),( GF  (that is, F0  and 1F  for 
every )).(GF F  The fuzzy subset 0  is the zero 
element of ( )),( GF  (that is, 000  FF   
and F0  for every )(GF F ). Moreover, 
1SF  and .0F  
 
2.1. Lemma (cf. [32]). Let G  be an AG -groupoid 
and F  a fuzzy subset of G . Then F  is a fuzzy 
bi-ideal of G  if and only if AF  is a fuzzy bi-ideal 
of G . 
Let G  be an AG -groupoid and F  a fuzzy 
subset of G . Then for every ]1,0(  the set  
})( and |{:);(   xFGxxFU  is called 
a level set of F  with support x  and value .  
 
2.2. Theorem (cf. [32]). Let G  be an AG -
groupoid and F  a fuzzy subset of G . Then F  is 
a fuzzy bi-ideal of G  if and only if 
))(;(  FU  is a bi-ideal of G  for every 
]1,0( . 
 
2.3. Theorem (cf. [33]). Let G  be an AG -
groupoid and F a fuzzy subset of G . Then F  is a 
fuzzy interior ideal of G  if and only if 
))(;(  FU  is an interior ideal of G  for every 
]1,0( . 
Let F  be a fuzzy subset of G , then the set of 
the form 
 




, if         0
, if  )0(
:)(
xy
xy
yF

 
 
is called a fuzzy point with support x  and value   
and is denoted by x . A fuzzy point x  is said to 
belong to (resp. quasi-coincidence) with a fuzzy set 
F , written as Fx   (resp. qFx ) if 
)(xF  (resp. 1)(  xF ). If Fx   or 
qFx , then we write qFx  . The symbol 
q  means q  does not hold. 
3. Fuzzy ideals of type ).,( kq  
In what follows let G  denote an AG -groupoid 
and k  an arbitrary element of )1,0[  unless 
otherwise specified. Generalizing the concept of 
,qFx  Jun defined ,Fqx k  as 1)(  kxF  , 
where )1,0[k  (see [25]).  Generalizing the 
concepts of [32, 33], here we extend our studies to 
more general forms of fuzzy bi-deals, fuzzy left 
(right) ideals and fuzzy interior ideals in AG -
groupoids. In this section we define the notions of 
),( kq -fuzzy bi-ideals of an AG -groupoid 
which is a generalization of ),( q -fuzzy bi-
ideals and investigate some of their properties in 
terms of ),( kq -fuzzy bi-ideals. 
 
3.1. Definition A fuzzy subset F  of G  is called 
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an ),( kq -fuzzy bi-ideal of G  if it satisfies 
the conditions: 
 
r t min{r, t} k(B1)( x, y G)( r, t (0,1])(x F, y F (xy) q F),         
 
r t min{r, t} k(B2)( x,a, y G)( r, t (0,1])(x F, y F ((xa)y) q F).       
 
3.2. Example Let },,,,{ edcbaS   be an AG -
groupoid with the following multiplication table 
 
edcaae
cedaad
dceaac
aaaaab
aaaaaa
edcba
 
 
Then ),( G  is an AG -groupoid and 
},,,{},{ edcaa  and G  are bi-ideals of G . Define 
a fuzzy subset ]1,0[: SF  as follows: 
 
F(a) 0.8,   F(c) 0.6,   F(d) 0.4,   F(e) 0.3,   F(b) 0.1.      
 
Then F  is an ),( kq -fuzzy bi-ideal for 
every ],0( 2
1 kk   when 4.0k . 
 
3.3. Proposition Let A  be an AG -subgroupoid of 
G  and F  a fuzzy subset of G  defined as follows: 
 

 

otherwise. 0
,if 
)( 2
1 Ax
xF
k  
 
 
Then 
(1) F  is an ( kqq , )-fuzzy AG -subgroupoid 
of G . 
(2) F  is an ( kq, )-fuzzy AG -subgroupoid 
of G . 
 
Proof: The proof follows from [26]. 
 
3.4. Theorem Let F  be a fuzzy subset of G . 
Then F  is an ),( kq -fuzzy AG -
subgroupoid of G  if and only if 
}
2
1),(),({min)( kyFxFxyF  for all 
Syx ,  and )1,0[k . 
 
Proof: Let F  be an ),( kq -fuzzy AG -
subgroupoid of G . If there exist Gyx ,  such 
that }.),(),(min{)( 21 kyFxFxyF   Choose 
]1,0(  such that }.),(),(min{)( 21 kyFxFxyF    
Then Fx   and Fy   but )(xyF  and 
,1)( 2
1
2
1   kkxyF kk  so 
,)()( },min{ Fqxyxy k   a contradiction. 
Hence }),(),(min{)( 21 kyFxFxyF   for all 
Gyx , . Conversely, assume that 
}.),(),(min{)( 21 kyFxFxyF   Let Fx 1  
and Fy 
2  for ].1,0(, 21   Then 
1)( xF  and 2)( yF  and by hypothesis, 
}.
2
1,,{min}
2
1),(),({min)( 21
kkyFxFxyF    
If ,},min{ 2
1
21
k  then 21)( kxyF   and 
so ,1},min{)( 2
1
2
1
21   kkxyF kk  
it follows that .)( },min{ 21 Fqxy k  If 21)( kxyF  , 
then },min{)( 21 xyF  and so .)( },min{ 21 Fxy   
Thus Fqxy k},min{ 21)(   and F  is an 
),( kq -fuzzy AG -subgroupoid of G . 
 
3.5. Theorem A fuzzy subset F  is an 
),( kq -fuzzy AG -subgroupoid of G  if and 
only if ))(;(  FU  is an AG -subgroupoid of 
G  for all ].,0( 2
1 k  
 
Proof: Suppose that F  is an ),( kq -fuzzy 
AG -subgroupoid of G  and );(, FUyx   for 
some ].,0( 2
1 k  Then )(xF  and )(yF , 
and by hypothesis 1 k 1 kF(xy) min{F(x), F(y), } min{ , , } .2 2
        
Hence ),;( FUxy  and so );( FU  is an 
AG -subgroupoid of G . Conversely, assume that 
))(;(  FU  is an AG -subgroupoid of G  for 
all ],0( 2
1 k . If there exist Gyx ,  such that 
1 k
2
F(xy) min{F(x),F(y), },-<  then 
choose ],0( 2
1 k  such that 
1 k
2F(xy) min{F(x), F(y), }.
    Thus );(, FUyx   
but ),;( FUxy  a contradiction. Hence 
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}),(),(min{)( 21 kyFxFxyF   for all Gyx ,  and 
)1,0[k . 
 
3.6. Proposition Let A  be a bi-ideal of G  and F  
a fuzzy subset of G  defined as follows: 
 

 

otherwise. 0
, if 
)( 2
1 Ax
xF
k
 
 
Then 
(1) F  is a ),( kqq  -fuzzy bi-ideal of G . 
(2) F  is an ),( kq -fuzzy bi-ideal of G . 
 
Proof: The proof follows from [26]. 
 
3.7. Theorem Let F  be a fuzzy subset of G . 
Then F  is an ),( kq -fuzzy bi-ideal of G  if 
and only if the following conditions are satisfied: 
)3(B 1 k2( x, y G)( k [0,1))(F(xy) min{F(x), F(y), })     , 
)4(B 1 k2( x, a, y G)( k [0,1))(F((xa)y) min{F(x), F(y), })     . 
 
Proof: ( 1B ) )3(B  follows from Theorem 3.4. 
).4()2( BB   If there exist Gyax ,,  such 
that 1 k2F((xa)y) min{F(x), F(y), }.  Choose ]1,0(  
such that 1 k2F((xa)y) min{F(x), F(y), }.    Then 
Fx   and Fy   but F((xa)y)    and 
1 k 1 k
2 2F((xa)y) k k 1,
         so 
min{ , } k((xa)y) ((xa)y) q F,     a contradiction. 
Hence 1 k2F((xa)y) min{F(x), F(y), }  for all x, a, y G . 
(B4) (B2).  Assume that 1 k2F((xa)y) min{F(x), F(y), }.  
Let Fx 
1  and Fy 2  for some ].1,0(, 21   
Then 1)( xF  and 2)( yF  and by hypothesis,  
1 2
1 k 1 kF(xy) min{F(x), F(y), } min{ , , }.
2 2
      
If ,},min{ 2
1
21
k  then 21)( kxyF   and so 
,1},min{)( 2
1
2
1
21   kkxyF kk  it 
follows that .)( },min{ 21 Fqxy k  If 2
1)( kxyF  , 
then },min{)( 21 xyF  and so .)( },min{ 21 Fxy   
Thus Fqxy k},min{ 21)(   and F  is an 
),( kq -fuzzy bi-ideal of G . 
If we take 0k  in Theorem 3.7, then we have 
the following corollary: 
 
3.8. Corollary (cf. [32]) Let F  be a fuzzy subset 
of G . Then F  is an ),( q -fuzzy bi-ideal of 
G  if and only if the following conditions are 
satisfied: 
(1) })5.0),(),(min{)()(,( yFxFxyFGyx  , 
(2) })5.0),(),(min{))(()(,,( yFxFyxaFGyax   
 
3.9. Theorem A fuzzy subset F  is an ( kq, )-
fuzzy bi-ideal of G  if and only if ))(;(  FU  
is a bi-ideal of G  for all ].,0( 2
1 k  
 
Proof: Suppose that F  is an ( kq, )-fuzzy bi-
ideal of G  and let Gyax ,,  be such that 
);(, FUyx   for some ].,0( 21 k  Then 
)(xF  and )(yF  and by hypothesis 
 
1 k 1 kF((xa)y) min{F(x), F(y), } min{ , , } .
2 2
        
 
Hence ).;()( FUyxa   Conversely, assume 
that ))(;(  FU  is a bi-ideal of G  for all 
],0( 2
1 k . If there exist Gyx ,  such that 
}.),(),(min{)( 21 kyFxFxyF   Then choose 
],0( 2
1 k  such that 1 k2F((xa)y) min{F(x), F(y), }.    
Thus );(, FUyx   but ( ),;() FUyxa   a 
contradiction. Hence }),(),(min{))(( 21 kyFxFyxaF   
for all Gyax ,,  and )1,0[k . The remaining 
proof is a consequence of the Theorem 3.5. 
Therefore F  is an ),( kq -fuzzy bi-ideal of 
G . 
If we take 0k  in Theorem 3.9, then we have the 
following corollary: 
 
3.10. Corollary (cf. [32]) A fuzzy subset F  is an 
),( q -fuzzy bi-ideal of G  if and only if 
))(;(  FU  is a bi-ideal of G  for all 
].5.0,0(  
 
3.11. Remark A fuzzy subset F  of an AG -
groupoid G  is an ),( kq -fuzzy bi-ideal of G  
if and only if it satisfies conditions )3(B  and 
)4(B  of Theorem 3.7. 
 
3.12. Remark By Remark 3.11, every fuzzy bi-
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ideal of an AG -groupoid G  is an ),( kq -
fuzzy bi-ideal of G . However, the converse is not 
true, in general. 
 
3.13. Example Consider the AG -groupoid as 
given in Example 3.2, and define a fuzzy subset F  
as follows: 
 
F(a) 0.8,   F(c) 0.6,   F(d) 0.4,   F(e) 0.3,   F(b) 0.1.      
 
Then F  is an ),( 4.0q -fuzzy bi-ideal of G . 
But 
i) F  is not an ),( 4.0q -fuzzy bi-ideal of G , since 
Fd 28.0  but .)( 4.028.028.028.0 Fqedd   
ii) F  is not an ),( 4.0 q -fuzzy bi-ideal of G , 
since Fqc
4.058.0
 and Fqe
4.088.0
 but 0.58 0.88 0.58(ce) d F.    
iii) F  is not an ),( 4.04.0 qq -fuzzy bi-ideal of 
G , since Fqc
4.028.0
  but 0.28 0.28 0.28 0.4(cc) e q F.    
Thus F  is not an ),(  -fuzzy bi-ideal of G , for 
every }.,,{, 4.04.0 qq   
 
3.14. Proposition Every ),(  -fuzzy bi-ideal of 
G  is an ),( kq -fuzzy bi-ideal of G . 
 
Proof: It is straightforward, since for Fx   we 
have Fqx k  for all Gx . 
The converse of Proposition 3.14, is not true in 
general, as shown in the following example: 
 
3.15. Example Consider an AG  -groupoid G   
and a fuzzy subset F  as defined in Example 3.2, 
then F  is an ),( 4.0q -fuzzy bi-ideal of G  
but F  is not an ),(  -fuzzy bi-ideal of G , since 
Fd 38.0  but .)( 38.038.038.0 Fedd   
 
3.16. Proposition Every ),( kk qq  -fuzzy 
bi-ideal of G  is an ),( kq -fuzzy bi-ideal of 
.G  
 
Proof: The proof is straightforward. 
The converse of Proposition 3.16, is not true in 
general, as given in the following example. 
 
3.17. Example Consider the AG -groupoid G  as 
given in Example 3.2, and define a fuzzy subset F  
as follows: 
 
F(a) 0.8,   F(c) 0.6,   F(d) 0.4,   F(e) 0.2,   F(b) 0.1.      
 
Then F  is an ),( 4.0q -fuzzy bi-ideal of G  
but F  is not an ( 4.04.0 , qq  )-fuzzy bi-ideal of 
G , since Fqd 4.026.0   but .)( 4.026.026.026.0 Fqedd   
 
3.18. Definition A fuzzy subset F  of G  is called 
an ),( kq -fuzzy left (resp. right) ideal of G  if 
the following condition holds: 
 
k k( x, y S)( k [0,1))(y F (xy) q F(resp. (yx) q F).           
 
3.19. Theorem Let A  be a left (resp. right) ideal of 
G  and F  a fuzzy subset of G  defined as follows: 
 

 

otherwise.      0
, if   
)( 2
1 Ax
xF
k
 
 
Then 
(1) F  is an ),( kqq  -fuzzy left (resp. right) 
ideal of G . 
(2) F  is an ),( kq -fuzzy left (resp. right) 
ideal of G . 
 
Proof: (1) Let Gyx ,  and ]1,0(  be such 
that ,qFy  then Ay , .1)(   y  Since 
A  is a left ideal of G , we have Axy . Thus 
.)( 2
1 kxyF   If ,21 k  then )(xyF  and 
so .)( Fxy   If ,21 k  then 
1)( 2
1
2
1   kkxyF kk  and hence 
.)( Fqxy k  Therefore .)( Fqxy k  
(2) Let Gyx ,  and ]1,0(  be such that 
.Fy   Then .0)(  yF  Thus 
2
1)( kyF   and so Ay . It follows that 
Axy . Thus .)( 21 kxyF   If ,21 k  then 
)(xyF  and so .)( Fxy   If ,21 k  then 
1)( 2
1
2
1   kkxyF kk  and hence 
.)( Fqxy k  Therefore .)( Fqxy k  
 
3.20. Proposition If IiiF }{  is a family of 
),( kq -fuzzy bi-ideals of an AG -groupoid 
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G , then i
Ii
F

 is an ),( kq -fuzzy bi-ideal of 
G . 
 
Proof: Let IiiF }{  be a family of ),( kq -
fuzzy bi-ideals of G . Let Gyx , . Then  
 
i i i i
i I i Ii I
i i
i I i I
i i
i I i I
1 kF (xy) F (xy) (F (x) F (y) )
2
1 k 1 kF (x) F (y)
2 2
1 kF (x) F (y) .
2
 
 
 
       
                
           
 
 

 
 
 
Let Gzyx ,, . Then 
 
i i i i
i I i Ii I
i i
i I i I
i i
i I i I
1 kF ((xy)z) F ((xy)z) (F (x) F (z) )
2
1 k 1 kF (x) F (z)
2 2
1 kF (x) F (z) .
2
 
 
 
       
                
           
 
 

 
 
 
Thus i
Ii
F

 is an ),( kq -fuzzy bi-ideal of 
G . 
 
3.21. Lemma The intersection of any family 
),( kq -fuzzy left (resp. right) ideals of an 
AG-groupoid G  is an ),( kq -fuzzy left 
(resp. right) ideal of G . 
 
Proof: Follows from Proposition 3.20. 
 
3.22. Lemma The union of any family 
),( kq -fuzzy left (resp. right) ideals of an 
AG-groupoid G  is an ),( kq -fuzzy left 
(resp. right) ideal of G . 
 
3.23. Definition A fuzzy subset F  of an AG-
groupoid G  is called an ),( kq -fuzzy interior 
ideal of G  if it satisfies the following conditions: 
)1(I FxSyx 
1
])(1,0(,)(,( 21   and 
),)( },min{ 212 FqxyFy k   
)2(I k( x, a, y S)( (0,1])(a F ((xa)y) q F).        
 
3.24. Theorem. Let A  be an interior ideal and F  
a fuzzy subset of G  defined as follows: 
 

 

otherwise. 0
, if 
)( 2
1 Ax
xF
k
 
 
Then 
)1( F  is an ),( kqq  -fuzzy interior ideal of G . 
)2( F  is an ),( kq -fuzzy interior ideal of G .  
 
Proof: (1) Let Gyax ,,  and ]1,0(  be such 
that .qFa  Then Aa  and .1)(  kaF   
Since A  is an interior ideal of G , we have 
Ayxa )( . Thus .))(( 21 kyxaF   If ,21 k  
then ))(( yxaF  and so .))(( Fyxa   If 
,2
1 k  then 1))(( 2121   kkyxaF kk  
and so .))(( Fqyxa k  Therefore .))(( Fqyxa k  
(2) Let Gyax ,,  and ]1,0(  be such that 
.Fa   Then Aa  and .1)(  kaF   
Since A  is an interior ideal of G , we have 
Ayxa )( . Thus .))(( 21 kyxaF   If ,21 k  
then ))(( yxaF  and so .))(( Fyxa   If 
,2
1 k  then 1))(( 2121   kkyxaF kk  
and so .))(( Fqyxa k  Therefore .))(( Fqyxa k  
The remaining proof is a consequence of the proof 
of Proposition 3.3. 
If we take 0k  in Theorem 3.24, then we have 
the following corollary: 
 
3.25. Corollary [33] Let A  be an interior ideal and 
F  a fuzzy subset of G  defined as follows: 
 

 
otherwise. 0
, if 5.0
)(
Ax
xF  
 
Then 
)1( F  is an ),( qq  -fuzzy interior ideal of G . 
)2( F  is an ),( q -fuzzy interior ideal of G . 
 
3.26. Theorem Let F  be a fuzzy subset of G . 
Then F  is an ),( kq -fuzzy interior ideal of 
G  if and only if the following conditions are 
satisfied: 
)3(I 1 k2( x, y G)( k [0,1))(F(xy) min{F(x), F(y), }),      
)4(I 1 k2( x, a, y G)( k [0,1))(F((xa)y) min{F(a), }).      
 
Proof: )3()1( II   follows from Theorem 3.4. 
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).4()2( II   If there exist Gyax ,,  such that 
}.),(min{))(( 21 kaFyxaF   Choose ]1,0(  
such that }.),(min{))(( 2
1 kaFyxaF    
Then Fa   but ))(( yxaF  and 
1 1
2 2
(( ) ) 1,k kF xa y k kl - -+ + < + + =  so 
min{ , }(( ) ) (( ) ) ,kxa y xa y q Fl l l= Î   a contradiction. 
Hence }),(min{))(( 21 kaFyxaF   for all 
Gyax ,, . 
)2()4( II   Assume that ))(( yxaF  
min }.),({ 2
1 kaF   Let Fa   for ].1,0(  
Then )(aF  and by hypothesis, 
}.
2
1,{min}
2
1),({min))(( kkaFyxaF  
 If ,2
1 k  then 21))(( kyxaF   and so 
,1))(( 2
1
2
1   kkyxaF kk  it 
follows that .))(( Fqyxa k  If 21))(( kyxaF  , 
then ))(( yxaF  and so .))(( Fyxa   Thus 
Fqyxa k))((  and F  is an ),( kq -
fuzzy interior ideal of G . 
If we take 0k  in Theorem 3.26, then we have 
the following corollary: 
 
3.27. Corollary (cf. [33]) Let F  be a fuzzy subset 
of G . Then F  is an ),( q  -fuzzy interior 
ideal of G  if and only if the following conditions 
are satisfied: 
(1) ( x, y G)(F(xy) min{F(x), F(y), 0.5}),     
(2) ( x, a, y G)(F((xa)y) min{F(a), 0.5}).    
 
3.28. Theorem A fuzzy subset F  is an 
),( kq -fuzzy interior ideal of G  if and only if 
))(;(  FU  is an interior ideal of G  for all 
].,0( 2
1 k  
 
Proof: Suppose that F  is an ),( kq -fuzzy 
interior ideal of G  and let Gyax ,,  be such 
that );( FUa  for some ].,0( 21 k  Then 
)(aF  and by hypothesis 
.}
2
1,{min}
2
1),({min))((   kkaFyxaF  
Hence ).;()( FUyxa   Conversely, assume 
that ))(;(  FU  is an interior ideal of G  for 
all ],0( 2
1 k . If Gyax ,,  such that 
1 k
2
F((xa)y) min{F(a), },-<  choose ],0( 21 k  
such that }.),(min{))(( 2
1 kaFyxaF    
Thus );( FUa  but ( ),;() FUyxa   a 
contradiction. Hence }),(min{))(( 21 kaFyxaF   
for all Gyax ,,  and )1,0[k . The remaining 
proof is a consequence of the Theorem 3.5. 
Therefore F  is an ),( kq -fuzzy interior ideal 
of G . 
If we take 0k  in Theorem 3.28, then we have 
the following corollary: 
 
3.29. Corollary (cf. [33]) A fuzzy subset F  is an 
),( q -fuzzy interior ideal of G  if and only if 
))(;(  FU  is an interior ideal of G  for all 
].5.0,0(  
 
3.30. Remark A fuzzy subset F  of an AG-
groupoid G  is an ),( kq -fuzzy interior ideal 
of G  if and only if it satisfies conditions )3(I  and 
)4(I  of Theorem 3.26. 
 
3.31. Proposition Every ),(  -fuzzy interior 
ideal of G  is an ),( kq -fuzzy interior ideal of 
G . 
 
Proof: It is straightforward. 
 
3.32. Proposition Every ),( kk qq  -fuzzy 
interior ideal of G  is an ),( kq -fuzzy interior 
ideal of .G  
 
Proof: The proof is straightforward. 
 
3.33. Lemma A non-empty subset A  of G  is a 
generalized bi-ideal if and only if the characteristic 
function AF  of A  is an ),( kq -fuzzy 
generalized bi-ideal of G . 
 
Proof: The proof is straightforward. 
 
3.34. Lemma A non-empty subset A  of G  is an 
interior ideal if and only if the characteristic 
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function AF  of A  is an ),( kq -fuzzy interior 
ideal of G . 
 
Proof: The proof is straightforward. 
Note that, every ),( kq -fuzzy ideal of G  is 
an ),( kq -fuzzy interior ideal. Similarly, 
every ),( kq -fuzzy bi-ideal is an 
),( kq -fuzzy generalized bi-ideal of G . In 
the following propositions, we prove that the 
converses of the above statements are true. 
 
3.35. Proposition If G  is an intra-regular AG-
groupoid, then every ),( kq -fuzzy interior 
ideal is an ),( kq -fuzzy ideal of G . 
 
Proof: Let F  be an ),( kq -fuzzy interior 
ideal of G . Let Gba , . Since G  is an intra 
regular, there exist Gyx ,  such that 
.)( 2 yxaa   Thus,  
 
2 2F(ab) F(((xa )y)b) F((by)(xa )) F((by)(x(aa)))
1 kF((by)(a(xa)) F((by)a(xa))) F(a) .
2
  
     
 
Similarly, we can show that 
2
1)()( kbFabF   and hence, F  is an 
),( kq -fuzzy ideal of G . 
 
3.36. Proposition If G  is an intra-regular AG-
groupoid. Then every ),( kq -fuzzy 
generalized bi-ideal is an ),( kq -fuzzy bi-
ideal of G . 
 
Proof: Let F  be an ),( kq -fuzzy 
generalized bi-ideal of G . Let Gba , . Since G  
is intra-regular, there exist Gyx ,  such that 
.)( 2 yxaa   Thus, 
 
.
2
1)()())))(((((
)))))((((()))))(((((
))))(((()))((((
))))(((()))((()(
22
22
kbFaFbayexaF
baayexFbxyeaaF
bxyeaFbxayeF
beyxaFbyxaFabF




 
 
Thus, F  is an ),( kq -fuzzy AG-
subgroupoid of G  and consequently, F  is an 
),( kq -fuzzy bi-ideal of G . 
In Propositions 3.35 and 3.36, if we take G  as 
regular, then the concepts of ),( kq -fuzzy 
ideals, ),( kq -fuzzy interior ideals, 
),( kq -fuzzy generalized bi-ideals and 
),( kq -fuzzy bi-ideals coincide. 
4. Upper and lower parts of fuzzy ideals of type 
),( kq . 
In this section, we define the upper/lower parts of 
an ),( kq -fuzzy left (resp. right) ideal and 
),( kq -fuzzy bi-ideals and characterize 
regular and intra-regular AG-groupoids in terms 
of lower parts of ),( kq -fuzzy left (resp. 
right) ideal and ),( kq -fuzzy right ideals and 
),( kq -fuzzy left ideals. 
 
4.1. Definition Let F  and H  be a fuzzy subset of 
.G  Then the fuzzy subsets ,kF  
  )(,)(,,)(,)(,)( HFHFFHFHFHF kk
k
kkk 
and )( HF k  of G  are defined as follows: 
 
k k
k k
k k
k k
1 kF : G [0,1] | x F (x) F(x) ,
2
1 k(F H) : G [0,1] | x (F H)(x) (F H)(x) ,
2
1 k(F H) : G [0,1] | x (F H)(x) (F H)(x) ,
2
1 k(F H) : G [0,1] | x (F H)(x) (F H)(x) ,
2



  
     
     
  



   
 
 
and 
 
k
k
k k
k k
k k
1 kF : G [0,1] | x F (x) F(x) ,
2
1 k(F H) : G [0,1] | x (F H)(x) (F H)(x) ,
2
1 k(F H) : G [0,1] | x (F H)(x) (F H)(x) ,
2
1 k(F H) : G [0,1] | x (F H)(x) (F H)(x) ,
2




  
     
     
  



   
 
 
for all Gx  . 
 
4.2. Lemma Let F  and H  be fuzzy subsets of 
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.G  Then the following hold: 
(i)   ,   kkk HFHF  
(ii)   ,   kkk HFHF  
(iii)   . kkk HFHF   
 
Proof: The proof follows from [26]. 
 
4.3. Lemma Let F  and H  be fuzzy subsets of 
.G  Then the following hold: 
(i)   ,


  
kk
k HFHF  
(ii)   ,


  
kk
k HFHF  
(iii)   


 
kk
k HFHF   if yzx   and 
  


 
kk
k HFHF   if .yzx   
 
Proof: The proof follows from [26]. 
Let A  be a non-empty subset of G , then the upper 
and lower parts of the characteristic function kAF  
of A  are defined as follows: 
 
.
otherwise.  
, if    1
)(|]1,0[:
otherwise.  0
, if  
)(|]1,0[:
2
1
2
1

 

 



k
k
A
k
A
kk
A
k
A
Ax
xFxGF
Ax
xFxGF


  
4.4. Lemma Let A  and B  be non-empty subsets 
of G . Then the following hold: 
(1) ,)(
k
BAB
k
A FFF 
    
(2) ,)(
k
BAB
k
A FFF 
    
(3)   .kABBkA FFF   
 
Proof: The proofs of (1) and (2) are obvious. 
(3) Let ABx . Then 1)( xFAB  and hence 
.1)( 2
1
2
1 kkk
AB xF    Since ,ABx  we 
have abx   for some Aa  and Bb . Thus  
 
   
 
k
A B A B A B
x yz
A B
1 k 1 kF F (x) (F F )(x) F (y) F (z)
2 2
1 kF (a) F (b) .
2


        
  
 
 
Since Aa  and Bb , we have 1)( aFA  and 
1)( bFB  and so  
 
 kA B A B 1 k 1 k 1 k(F F ) (x) F (a) F (b) (1 1) .2 2 2
          
 
Thus, ).()()( 2
1 xFxFF
k
AB
k
B
k
A    Let 
,ABx  then 0)( xFAB  and hence, 
.00)( 2
1  kkAB xF  Let ,yzx   then 
 
 kA B A B A B
x yz
1 k 1 k(F F ) (x) (F F )(x) F (y) F (z) .
2 2


           
 
Since yzx  , if Ay  and ,Bz  then 
AByz  and so ABx . This is a contradiction. 
If Ay  and Bz , then
 
    A B
x yz x yz
1 k 1 kF (y) F (z) 0 1 0.
2 2 
                  
 
Hence, ).()(0)( xFFxF BkA
k
AB
   Similarly, for 
Ay  and Bz , we have ).()(0)( xFFxF BkAkAB    
 
4.5. Lemma The lower part 
k
AF  of the 
characteristic function kAF  of A  is an 
),( kq -fuzzy bi-ideal of G  if and only if A  
is a bi-ideal of G . 
 
Proof: Let A  be a bi-ideal of G . Then, by 
Theorem 2.1 and 3.7, 
k
AF  is an ),( kq -fuzzy 
bi-ideal of G  . Conversely, assume that 
k
AF  is an 
),( kq -fuzzy bi-ideal of G . Let Gyx , . If 
Ayx , , then 21)( k
k
A xF   and .)( 21 kkA yF   
Since 
k
AF  is an ),( kq -fuzzy bi-ideal of ,G  
we have 
k k k 1 k 1 k
A A A 2 2F (xy) F (x) F (y) .
      It follows 
that 2
1)( k
k
A xyF   and so Axy . Let 
Azx ,  and Ga . Then, 21)( k
k
A xF   and 
.)( 2
1 kk
A zF   Now, 
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.
2
1
2
1)()())(( kkzFxFzxaF
k
A
k
A
k
A
  
 
Hence 2
1))(( k
k
A zxaF   and so Azxa )( . 
Therefore A  is a bi-ideal of G . 
 
4.6. Lemma The lower part 
k
AF  of the 
characteristic function kAF  of A  is an 
),( kq -fuzzy left (resp. right)-ideal of G  if 
and only if A  is a left (resp. right)-ideal of G . 
 
Proof: The proof follows from Lemma 4.5. 
In the following proposition, we show that, if F  is 
an ),( kq -fuzzy bi-ideal of G  , then kF  is a 
fuzzy bi-ideal of G . 
 
4.7. Proposition If F  is an ),( kq -fuzzy bi-
ideal of G , then 
k
F  is a fuzzy bi-ideal of G . 
 
Proof: Let Gyx , . Since F  is an ),( kq -
fuzzy bi-ideal of G , we have 
1 k
2F(xy) F(x) F(y) .
    It follows that 
1 k 1 k 1 k 1 kF(xy) F(x) F(y) F(x) F(y) ,
2 2 2 2
                     and 
hence 
k k k
F (xy) F (x) F (y).   For Gzax ,, , we 
have 
1 k
2F((xa)z) F(x) F(z) .
    Then 
   1 k 1 k 1 k 1 k2 2 2 2F((xa)z) F(x) F(z) F(x) F(z) ,            and 
so 
k k k
F ((xa)z) F (x) F (z).   Consequently, kF  is 
a fuzzy bi-ideal of G . 
 
4.8. Lemma [34] Let G  be an AG-groupoid such 
that xGGxe )(  for all Gx . Then the 
following are equivalent: 
(1) G  is regular, 
(2) RLLR   for every right ideal R  and left 
ideal L  of G . 
 
4.9. Lemma Let G  be an AG-groupoid, F  an 
),( kq -fuzzy right ideal, and H  an 
),( kq -fuzzy left ideal of G . Then 
.)()(   HFHF kk  
 
Proof: Let Gx . Then k 1 k 1 k2 2(F H) (x) (F H)(x) 0 0,         
if yzx   and hence k k(F H) (x) 0 (F H) (x).     
Otherwise,  
 
 
k
x yz
x yz
1 k(F H) (x) (F H)(x)
2
1 kF(y) H(z)
2
1 k 1 k 1 kF(y) H(z) .
2 2 2



 
      
                       


 
 
 
Since F  is an ),( kq -fuzzy right ideal and 
H  an ),( kq -fuzzy left ideal of G , and 
yzx  , we have 21)()()( kyFyzFxF   
and .)()()( 21 kzHyzHxH   Hence, 
 
x yz
x yz
x yz
k
1 k 1 k 1 kF(y) H(z)
2 2 2
1 kF(x) H(x)
2
1 k(F H)(x)
2
1 k(F H)(x) (F H) (x).
2




                      
      
      
    


  
 
Thus, .)()(   HFHF kk  
 
4.10. Theorem Let G  be an AG-groupoid such 
that xGGxe )(  for all Gx . Then G is 
regular if and only if for every ),( kq -fuzzy 
right ideal F , and ),( kq -fuzzy left ideal H  
of G , we have .)()(   HFHF kk   
 
Proof: Let Ga  and F  be an ),( kq -
fuzzy right ideal and H  an ),( kq -fuzzy left 
ideal of G . Since G  is regular, there exists Gx  
such that aaxa )( . Then  
 
  2k
a yz
1 k 1 k b b 4acF H (a) (F H)(a) (F(y) H(z))
2 2 2a
1 k 1 k(F(ax) H(a)) (F(a) H(a)) .
2 2


           
      
 
 
 
Hence,   .)(   HFHF kk   On the other 
hand,   .)(   HFHF kk  
Thus,   .)(   HFHF kk   
Conversely, assume that for every ),( kq -
fuzzy right ideal F  and ),( kq -fuzzy left 
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ideal H  of G , we have   .)(   HFHF kk   
To prove that G  is regular, by Lemma 4.8, it is 
enough to prove that R L =RL for every right 
ideal R and left ideal L of G. Let .LRx   Then 
Rx  and Lx . Since R is a right ideal and L  
a left ideal of G . By Lemma 4.6, 
k
RF  is an 
),( kq -fuzzy right ideal and kLF  an 
),( kq -fuzzy left ideal of G . By hypothesis, 
we have  
 
     k kk k R LR L R LF F (x) F F (x) F (x) F (x) .      
 
Since Rx  and Lx , we have 
2
1)( k
k
R xF   and .)( 21 k
k
L xF   It follows that, 
  21)( kLkR xFF    and by Lemma 4.4, (3), we 
have   .kRLLkR FFF   Hence, we have 
2
1)( k
k
RL xF   and it follows that RLx  and so 
RLLR  . On the other hand, .LRRL   
Thus, ,RLLR   and consequently, G  is 
regular. 
 
4.11. Lemma Let G  be an AG-groupoid and F  
(resp. H ) an ),( kq -fuzzy right (resp. left) 
ideal of G . Then ()1( kk FF  resp. 
).)1(
kk HH   
 
Proof: Let F  be an ),( kq -fuzzy right ideal 
of G  and let Gx . Then  
 
. if ),(0
2
10
2
1))(1()()1( yzxxFkkxFxF
kk    
 
Otherwise, k
x yz
1 k 1 k(F 1) (x) (F 1)(x) (F(y) 1(z)) .
2 2


          Since 
F  is an ),( kq -fuzzy right ideal of G  and 
yzx  , we have 21)()()( kyFyzFxF   
and 1)(1 z  for all Gz . Thus,  
 
).(
2
1)(
2
1))(1)(( xFkxFkzyF
k
yzx


   
Hence, .)1(
kk FF   Similarly, for an 
),( kq -fuzzy left ideal H  of G , we 
have .)1(
kk HH   
 
4.12. Lemma Let G  be an AG-groupoid and F  
(resp. H ) an ),( kq -fuzzy right (resp. left) 
ideal of G . Then ()( kk FFF   resp. 
).)(
kk HHH   
 
Proof: Let F  be an ),( kq -fuzzy right ideal 
of G . Since 1F  and FF  , Lemma 4.9, we 
have .)1()(   kk FFF   Since F  is an 
),( kq -fuzzy right ideal of G , by Lemma 
4.11 we have, .)1(
kk FF   Thus, 
.)(
kk FFF   In a similar way, for an 
),( kq -fuzzy left ideal H  of G  we have, 
.)(
kk HHH   
 
4.13. Proposition If G  is a regular AG-groupoid, 
then for every ),( kq -fuzzy right ideal F  
(resp. left ideal H ) of G , we have, 
kk FFF )(   (resp. ( )) kk HHH  . 
 
Proof: Let Ga . Since G  is regular, there exists 
x  such that aaxa )( . Then  
 
k
a yz
1 k(F F) (a) (F F)(a)
2
1 k(F(y) F(z))
2
1 k(F(ax) F(a))
2
1 k 1 kF(ax) F(a) .
2 2


 
      
  
             

 
 
 
Since F  is an ),( kq -fuzzy right ideal of 
G  and aaxa )( , we have  
 
.)()())(()( 2
1
2
1 kk aFaxFaaxFaF    
 
Thus, 2
1
2
1 )()( kk axFaF   . 
Therefore, ).()()( aFaFF
kk   On the 
other hand, by Lemma 4.12 we have 
)()()( aFaFF
kk   and consequently, we 
have ).()()( aFaFF
kk   In a similar way, 
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for an ),( kq -fuzzy left ideal H  of a regular 
AG-groupoid G , we have, 
kk(H H) (a) H (a). 
 
 
4.14. Corollary In regular AG-groupoids, for an 
),( kq -fuzzy ideal F  of G , we have 
kk FFF )(  . 
 
4.15. Lemma [34] Let G  be an AG-groupoid 
such that xGGxe )(  for all Gx . Then the 
following statements are equivalent: 
(1) G  is intra-regular, 
(2) LRLR   for every right ideal R  and left 
ideal L  of G . 
 
4.16. Theorem Let G  be an AG-groupoid such 
that xGGxe )(  for all Gx . Then G is intra-
regular if and only if for every ),( kq -fuzzy 
right ideal F  and ),( kq -fuzzy left ideal H  
of G , we have .)()(   FHHF kk   
 
Proof Let Ga  and F  be an ),( kq -fuzzy 
right ideal and H  an ),( kq -fuzzy left ideal 
of G . Since G  is intra-regular, there exist 
Gyx ,  such that ))(()( 2 ayxayxaa  . 
Then  
 
 k
a yz
1 kH F (a) (H F)(a)
2
1 k(H(y) F(z))
2
1 k(H(xa) F(ay))
2
1 k(H(a) F(a)) .
2


 
      
  
  

 
 
 
Hence,   .)(   FHHF kk   
Conversely, assume that for every ),( kq -
fuzzy right ideal F  and ),( kq -fuzzy left 
ideal H  of G , we have  k k(F H) F H .    To 
prove that G  is intra-regular, by Lemma 4.15, it is 
enough to prove that  
 
. of  idealleft  and  idealright every for  GLRLRLR 
 
Let .LRx   Then Rx  and Lx . Since R 
is a right ideal and L  a left ideal of G  by Lemma 
4.6, 
k
RF  is an ),( kq -fuzzy right ideal and 
k
LF  an ),( kq -fuzzy left ideal of G . By 
hypothesis, we have  
      .)()()()( xFxFxFFxFF kLkRLkRRkL    
 
Since Rx  and Lx , we have 21)( k
k
R xF   
and .)( 2
1 kk
L xF   It follows that, 
  21)( kRkL xFF    and by Lemma 4.4, (3), we 
have   .kLRRkL FFF   Hence, we have 
2
1)( k
k
LR xF   and it follows that LRx  and so 
LRLR  . Thus, G  is intra-regular. 
 
4.17. Lemma [34] Let G  be an AG-groupoid 
such that xGGxe )(  for all Gx . Then the 
following statements are equivalent: 
(1) G  is regular and intra-regular, 
(2) LRRLLR   for every right ideal R  
and left ideal L  of G . 
 
4.18. Theorem Let G  be an AG-groupoid such 
that xGGxe )(  for all Gx . Then G  is 
regular and intra-regular if and only if for every 
),( kq -fuzzy right ideal F  and ),( kq -
fuzzy left ideal H  of G , we have 
   .)(   FHHFHF kkkk   
 
Proof: The proof is an immediate consequence of 
Theorems 4.10 and 4.16. 
 
5. Fuzzy ideals of type ),( kq  
In this section, we define ),( kq -fuzzy bi-
ideals (resp. ),( kq -fuzzy interior ideals) 
in AG -groupoids and give some of their related 
properties. 
 
5.1. Definition A fuzzy subset F  of G  is called 
an ),( kq -fuzzy bi-ideal of G  if it satisfies 
the following conditions: 
(B5) 
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FqxFxyGyx k 121 },min{21 )])((1,0(,)(,(  or 
),
2
Fqy k   
(B6) 1 2 11 2 min { , } k( x, a, y G)( , (0,1])(((xa)y) F x q F           
or ).
2
Fqy k   
 
5.2. Theorem A fuzzy subset F  of G  is an 
),( kq -fuzzy bi-ideal of G  if and only if it 
satisfies the following conditions: 
)}),(),(min{}),()(max{,()7( 21 yFxFxyFGyxB k  
)}).(),(min{}),)(()(max{,,()8( 21 zFxFzxaFGzaxB k  
 
Proof: ).7()5( BB   If there exist Gyx ,  and 
)1,0[k  be such that )}.(),(min{}),(max{ 21 yFxFxyF k   
Choose 121  k  such that 
1 k
2max{F(xy), } min{F(x), F(y)},
     
then Fxy )(  but Fx   and .Fy   By 
),5(B  we have Fqx k  and .Fqy k  Then 
)(( xF  and )1)( kxF   or 
)(( yF  and ),1)( kyF   which implies 
that ,2
1 k  a contradiction. 
).5()7( BB   Let Fxy },min{ 21)(  , then 
}.,min{)( 21 xyF  
i) If )},(),(min{)( yFxFxyF   then 
},min{)}(),(min{ 21 yFxF  and 
consequently, 1)( xF  or .)( 2yF  It follows 
that Fx 
1  or .2 Fy   
ii) If )},(),(min{)( yFxFxyF   then by ),7(B  
we have )}.(),(min{21 yFxFk   Let Fx 1  
or ,
2
Fy   then 211 )( kxF   or 
.)( 2
1
2
kyF   It follows that Fqx k1  or 
.
2
Fqy k  
)8()6( BB  . If there exist Gyax ,, , 
)1,0[k  be such that 
)}.(),(min{}),)((max{ 21 yFxFyxaF k   
Choose 12
1  k  such that 
)},(),(min{}),)((max{ 21 yFxFyxaF k  
 then Fyxa ))((  but Fx   and .Fy   By 
),6(B  we have Fqx k  and .Fqy k  Then 
)(( xF  and )1)( kxF   or 
)(( yF  and ),1)( kyF    which 
implies that  ,2
1 k  a contradiction. 
).6()8( BB   Let Fyxa },min{ 21))((  , then 
))(( yxaF min }.,{ 21   
i) If )},(),(min{))(( yFxFyxaF   then 
},min{)}(),(min{ 21 yFxF  and 
consequently, 1)( xF  or .)( 2yF  It follows 
that Fx 
1  or .2 Fy   
ii) If )},(),(min{))(( yFxFyxaF   then by 
),8(B  we have )}.(),(min{21 yFxFk   Let 
Fx 
1  or 2
y F,   then 211 )( kxF   or 
.)( 2
1
2
kyF   It follows that Fqx k1  or 
.
2
Fqy k   
If we take 0k  in Theorem 5.2, then we have the 
following corollary: 
 
5.3. Corollary [32] A fuzzy subset F  of G  is an 
),( q -fuzzy bi-ideal of G  if and only if it 
satisfies the following conditions: 
)}),(),(min{}5.0),()(max{,()1( yFxFxyFGyx 
)}).(),(min{}5.0),)(()(max{,,()2( zFxFzxaFGzax 
 
5.4. Definition A fuzzy subset F  of G  is called 
an ),( kq -fuzzy interior ideal of G  if it 
satisfies the following conditions: 
)5(I FqxFxyGyx k 121 },min{21 )])((1,0(,)(,(   
or ),
2
Fqy k  
)6(I ).))])(((1,0(,)(,,( 21 FqaFzxaGzax k   
 
5.5. Theorem A fuzzy subset F  of G  is an 
),( kq -fuzzy interior ideal of G  if and only 
if it satisfies the following conditions: 
)}),(),(min{}),()(max{,()7( 21 yFxFxyFGyxI k  
)).(}),)(()(max{,,()8( 2
1 aFzxaFGzaxI k    
 
Proof: It is an immediate consequence of Theorem 
5.2. 
 
5.6. Lemma Let F  be a fuzzy subset of G . Then 
);( FU  is a bi-ideal of G  for all ]1,( 21 k  if 
and only if F  is an ),( kq -fuzzy bi-ideal. 
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Proof: Assume that );( FU  is a bi-ideal of G  
for all ]1,( 2
1 k . If there exist Gyx ,  such 
that max ,}),(),(min{}),({ 12
1
2
1   kk yFxFxyF  
then ]1,( 2
1
1
k , );(, 1FUyx  . But 
1)( xyF  implies ),;( 1FUxy  a 
contradiction. Hence condition )7(B  is valid. 
If there exist Gzyx ,,  such that 
max  }),)(({ 21 kzxyF min
,}),(),({ 22
1 kzFxF  then ]1,( 212 k , 
);(, 2FUzx  . But 2))(( zxyF  implies 
),;()( 2FUzxy   a contradiction. Hence 
condition )8(B  is valid. 
Conversely, suppose that F  satisfies conditions 
)7(B  and ).8(B  For ),;(, FUyx   by )7(B  
we get ,
2
1)}(),({min}
2
1),({max kyFxFkxyF    
and so .)( xyF  It follows that 
).;( FUxy  Let ),;(, FUzx   then 
)(xF  and .)( zF  By ),8(B  we get 
,
2
1)}(),({min}
2
1),)(({max kzFxFkzxyF    
and so .))(( zxyF  It follows that 
).;()( FUzxy   Thus );( FU  is a bi-ideal of 
G  for all ]1,( 2
1 k . 
 
5.7. Theorem A fuzzy subset F  ofG  is an 
),( kq -fuzzy bi-ideal of G  if and only if 
))(;(  FU  is a bi-ideal of ,G  for all 
]1,( 2
1 k . 
 
Proof: It is an immediate consequence of Theorem 
5.2 and Lemma 5.6. 
5.8. Lemma Let F  be a fuzzy subset of G . Then 
);( FU  is an interior ideal of G  for all 
]1,( 2
1 k  if and only if F  is an ),( kq -
fuzzy interior ideal. 
 
Proof: The proof follows from Lemma 5.6. 
 
5.9. Theorem A fuzzy subset F  of G  is an 
),( kq -fuzzy interior ideal of G  if and only 
if ))(;(  FU  is an interior ideal of G  for all 
]1,( 2
1 k . 
 
Proof: The proof follows from Theorem 5.5 and 
Lemma 5.8. 
 
5.10. Definition [32] Let ]1,0(, 21   and 
,21    then a fuzzy subset F  of G  is called a 
fuzzy bi-ideal with thresholds ],( 21   of G  if it 
satisfies the following conditions: 
}),),(),(min{}),()(max{,)(9( 21  yFxFxyFGyxB 
}).),(),(min{}),)(()(max{,,)(10( 21  zFxFzxyFGzyxB 
 
5.11. Theorem [32] A fuzzy subset F  of G  is a 
fuzzy bi-ideal with thresholds ],( 21   of G  if and 
only if ))(;(  FU  is a bi-ideal of G  for all 
.21    
 
5.12. Definition [33] Let ]1,0(, 21   and 
,21    then a fuzzy subset F  of G  is called a 
fuzzy interior ideal with thresholds ],( 21   of G  
if it satisfies the following conditions: 
}),),(),(min{}),()(max{,)(9( 21  yFxFxyFGyxI 
}).),(min{}),)(()(max{,,)(10( 21  aFyxaFGyaxI 
 
5.13. Theorem [33] A fuzzy subset F  of G  is a 
fuzzy interior ideal with thresholds ],( 21   of G  
if and only if ))(;(  FU  is an interior ideal of 
G  for all .21    
 
5.14. Remark By Definition 10.5 , we have the 
following result: if F  is a fuzzy bi-ideal with 
thresholds ],( 21   of G  then we conclude the 
following: 
(i) F  is an ordinary fuzzy bi-ideal (or fuzzy 
interior ideal) of G  when ;1,0 21    
(ii) F  is an ),( q -fuzzy bi-ideal (or 
),( q -fuzzy interior ideal) of G  when 
;5.0,0 21    
(iii) F  is an ),( q -fuzzy bi-ideal (or 
),( q -fuzzy interior ideal) of G  when 
;1,5.0 21    
(iv) F  is an ),( kq -fuzzy bi-ideal (or 
),( kq -fuzzy interior ideal) of G  when 
;,0 2
1
21
k   
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(v) F  is an ),( kq -fuzzy bi-ideal (or 
),( kq -fuzzy interior ideal) of G  when 
.1, 22
1
1    k   
6. Concluding remarks 
In this paper, we study generalized fuzzy bi-ideals 
(resp. ideals and interior ideals) and give different 
characterization theorems of AG-groupoids in 
terms of these notions. In particular, if 
]1,0(|{  J  and );( FU  is an empty set 
or a bi-ideal (resp. an ideal or an interior ideal) of 
}G , we get the answer to the following questions: 
(1) If ]5.0,0(J , what kind of fuzzy bi-ideals 
(resp. fuzzy ideals or fuzzy interior ideals) of G  
will F  be? 
(2) If ]1,5.0(J , what kind of fuzzy bi-ideals 
(resp. fuzzy ideals or fuzzy interior ideals) of G  
will F  be? 
(3) If ],( 21 J , ( ]1,0(, 21  ) what kind of 
fuzzy bi-ideals (resp. fuzzy ideals or fuzzy interior 
ideals) of G  will F  be? 
(4) If ],,0( 2
1 kJ   what kind of fuzzy bi-ideals 
(resp. fuzzy ideals or fuzzy interior ideals) of G  
will F  be? 
(5) If ],1,( 2
1 kJ   what kind of fuzzy bi-ideals 
(resp. fuzzy ideals or fuzzy interior ideals) of G  
will F  be? 
In our future work, we want to study those AG-
groupoids for which each generalized fuzzy bi-ideal 
(resp. each generalized fuzzy ideal or interior ideal) 
is idempotent. We will also define prime ),(  -
fuzzy bi-ideals (resp. prime ),(  -fuzzy ideals or 
),(  -fuzzy interior ideals) and establish an 
),(  -fuzzy spectrum of AG-groupoids, where 
},,,{, qqq  . 
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